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Meet Chase Pierce, the hardest working agent in Hollywood. With a client roster comprised of
some of the world’s biggest actors, directors and pop stars, Chase is in high demand as the
agent willing to do what other agents won’t. Slimier than Ari Gold of Entourage, smarter than
30 Rock’s Alec Baldwin, and more “winning” than Charlie Sheen, Chase is more than just a
professional problem solver; He’s a friend, a mother, a shoulder to cry on, a personal shopper,
a feng shui decorator, a pet-sitter and one hell of a sax player (that’s “sax” player).

In short, Chase is everything to everyone, because in this world, the big deals aren’t made in
the o!ce - they’re made made during high-stakes strip poker on a private yacht with A"eck
and Damon and over pedicures and girl-talk at Hollywood’s top spas with Kim Kardashian,
Taylor Swift and Neil Patrick Harris...

Chase Pierce, Hollywood Agent features real celebrities playing animated versions of themselves
as each action-packed episode sees Chase getting celebrities in and out of trouble, while living
the fabulous life of an elite Hollywood Power-Player. It’s a wildly unpredictable animated
comedy series that employs a range of devices; such as breaking the fourth wall and commenting
to camera, POV shots with character voiceovers and celebrity-studded cutaway gags.

Nude cellphone pics circulating the Internet? Call Chase. No nude cellphone pics circulating
the internet? Call Chase. Need to prearrange a televised marriage so that you can get E!Network
to remodel your guest-house? Call Chase. Want to publicly bury your famous ex-husband in a
bitter custody battle for your purebred miniature daschund Mr. Weenie? Two words. Call. Chase.
Because Chase Pierce isn’t just your agent - He’s your lifeline to the American Dream. No, not Life
and Liberty; Fame and Fortune.    

If you have a problem, if no one else can help, and if you’re famous
and good looking enough to have his number, maybe you can hire...

SECRET HOLLYWOOD AGENT
CHASE PIERCE
SECRET HOLLYWOOD AGENT
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Hartwig
Not much is known about the past of this mysteriously silent German clown, only that
Chase found him in the gutter, a broken show-business reject strung out on seltzer and
cream-pies. Chase picked him up, dusted him o! and gave him back his self-respect
(Or as much self respect as a clown can have). Now Hartwig is his driver, bodyguard, chef,
personal trainer and con"dante -- and he’s highly e!ective when he’s not listening to the
twisted voices in his head. Seriously, this guy has more inner con#ict than Gollum.

               Chateau Chase
              Chase’s cover operation is a swank hollywood nightclub,
              so exclusive, so underground that it doesn’t even have a
              name. Prescreened celebrity patrons whisper a codeword
              to the bouncer, who escorts them to an elevator that takes
                 them to the rooftop helipad. They put on the blindfold and
              are #own to a secret island somewhere o! the coast of
              California -- Chase’s home base.

Life is an endless sexy party at Chateau Chase, and there’s
always something happening at his mansion, with surprise
celebrity drop-ins and famous musicians performing by the
pool. Like the Playboy Mansion in it’s heyday, this is the
one place a celebrity can kick back and let it all hang out
(literally) without "nding blurry pictures of their junk on TMZ.

               The World
              Stop Motion is the ideal medium to bring Hollywood Stars
              into the world of  animation. In terms of creating convincing
              caricatures of real people, it is incredibly versatile and
              animation-friendly. Unlike 2D or CG animation, with stop-
             motion animation everything that you see is physically
             fabricated by hand - from armatured puppets to small-scale
              sets and props, bringing a stylized authenticity to the look
and feel. Characters, sets and props have a tangible and tactile quality with real depth, light
and shadow making the show stand out from other prime-time animated fare.

 



For more information about CHASE PIERCE  Secret Hollywood Agent
contact Adam Shaheen: adam@cuppacoffee.com or (416) 3408869
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Bum Deal!

When  Kim Kardashian is rear-ended and the injury takes her out of the running for the cover of B-List
Bootie magazine, foul play is suspected. Chase is called in to get to the bottom of things -- no ifs, and
or butts! The other cover contenders, triple threat sensation J-Lo and reality-star Coco, both have alibis,
but what of their celebrity beaus -- former gangster rapper Ice T and latin heart-throb Marc Anthony?

Gone With the Winning!

Charlie Sheen out-hangovers the Hangover when he turns up missing after an epic Vegas
winning-spree and post victory bender. Chase is enlisted to recreate the previous nights events,
piecing together clues from the bizarre text messages and explicit photographs found on his PDA - 
among them a hair raising celebrity sex video featuring famous Vegas acts Carrot Top, Tom Jones
and Celine Dion.

Mad Mel Makeover!

Fresh on the heels of his anti-women and anti-semitic scandals,
Mel Gibson hires Chase to make-over his tarnished image with a
role that will restore his shining star. Chase assembles a focus
group comprised of women and rabbis, before developing the
perfect Oscar-contending role. Mel Gibson in Anne Frank the
musical! (Directed by Woody Allen, with Music by Barbara Streisand.)

                The Triplets of Hellville!

                When Chase called to the Olsen mansion to help produce their
                latest single, he accidentally discovers a disturbing secret --
                there’s actually a third Olsen twin -- or rather triplet! As the only
                Olsen with talent, she’s been enslaved by her evil sisters and
                forced to do the bulk of the work, while they take all the credit!
                 Warning: This Cinderella story doesn’t have a happy ending!

Justin BloodyKnuckles Bieber!

When Justin Bieber decides to throw away his music career and
become an Ultimate Fighter, his management team brings Chase
in to keep him from severe bodily harm. But when Justin won’t be
deterred from making his tournament debut, insisting his powerful
dance-!ghting will reign supreme, Chase must take extreme
measures and !x the !ghts to keep Bieber from getting killed.
Featuring MMA legend Chuck Liddell!

Lilo in Stitches!

Lindsay Lohan is under house arrest yet again, but she thinks she’s found a way to beat the
system -- she’s bought a mobile home, which allows her to go anywhere she wants, while still
complying with the law. Or so she thinks! Now she’s leading an OJ-style chase down the LA
Turnpike. Can Chase drop down onto the speeding RV via helicopter and talk her down, or
will they both meet their !ery demise?


